Date
Du 30 January 2020 au 31 January 2020 De 08:15 à 12:15

Location
Pôle Tertiaire - Site La Rotonde - 26 avenue Léon Blum - 63000 Clermont-Ferrand
Amphithéâtre A6

It Takes Two to Tango. The Policy Mix a Decade After the Crisis
The Cerdi is organising a **workshop on macroeconomic policies on January 30 and 31, 2020** to gather recent theoretical and empirical contributions on these critical issues. The organisers are **Jean-Louis Combes** and **Alexandru Minea**, Professors at the Université Clermont Auvergne, and **Xavier Debrun**, Visiting Professor at UCA and Advisor at the **National Bank of Belgium**.

International Scholars from European Universities (University College, London; Graduate Institute of Geneva; Paris School of Economics; EPFL, Lausanne; ENS Paris-Saclay; University of Amsterdam), and experts from international institutions (OECD, European Central Bank, etc), will meet up in Clermont-Ferrand to discuss the most recent advances in research.

The **keynote speaker** is **Eric Leeper**, University of Virginia, a leading expert in macroeconomics and monetary economics.

This workshop is held with the financial support of the French National Research Agency (Project reference: ANR-10-LABX-14-01).

To attend this workshop, you need to **register by email before January 15, 2020**. Please send an email to **johan.guiot@uca.fr**.
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